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Summary:   

A fun and engaging lesson to introduce engineering and STEM learning in the classroom.    

 

Student Learning Objectives:   

The students will be able engineering concepts to build a bridge that will hold the weight of a toy goat and 

record and self evaluate their designs on their digital portfolio. 

 

Standards: 

K-2-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps 

it function as needed to solve a given problem. 

 

Grade Ranges: K-1 

 

Attention Getter:   

The teacher will introduce the lesson by playing the NASA for kids engineering video for the class.  

https://youtu.be/wE-z_TJyziI  

 

Direct Instruction: 

The teacher will announce to the class that today they are going to work as engineers.  Present the Google 

Presentation The Three Billy Goats Gruff STEM Challenge.  Pose the problem- How can the goats cross the 

river with the troll? (Solution- Build a bridge).  Then go over the steps in the engineering process and explain 

the next step is Plan.  TTW go over the task and the materials available. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YoQ3Y_2XY8S4e2mMO6MPz52K0m9K_jF6bdkcCbZ3Rys/edit?usp=

sharing 

   

Guided Practice: 

The teacher will pass out the planning sheet and have the students draw the materials and the blueprint for 

their bridge.  The teacher will encourage students to talk with their classmate and work collaboratively to come 

up with a plan.   

 

Independent Practice: 

Students will gather materials and begin building their bridge.  When students have finished they will bring their 

bridge to the testing area.  They will test their bridge to see if it fits over the river and can hold one toy goat.  

Then they will go to the recording station to record their results.  Students will use the SeeSaw App to take a 

picture of their bridge and post it to their learning journal.  Students will record how their bridge worked and 

what changes they think would improve their design.   

 

Wrap Up: 

Students will gather on the carpet.  The teacher will show SeeSaw on the bridge and allow students to share 

their journal entry.  The students and teacher will discuss what materials and techniques worked well and what 

did not work well.   
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